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a pub crawl
and then some
banter
between jobs
bicker
biggie
boo
break up
client
colleague
come upon sb/sth
creditor
crush
debtor
dump somebody
exposed to
flirt (with somebody)
full plate
get back together
(with somebody)
go over something
hectic
hottie
hr
incur
IRL
kick - start
make up
meticulous
miscommunication

the act of drinking in multiple pubs or bars in a single night
and a lot more than that
conversation that is funny and not serious
if someone is between jobs, they do not have a job at the moment but are
actively looking for one
to argue about things that are not important
an important thing, person or event
someone you care about, especially a boyfriend, girlfriend, or other close friend
to end a relationship with somebody
a person who uses the services or advice of a professional person or
organization
a person that you work with, especially in a profession or a business
to find something or meet someone unexpectedly
a person, company, etc. that somebody owes money to
someone who you have a feeling of romantic love for, but who you do not
know well
a person, a country or an organization that owes money
to end a romantic relationship with somebody
if you are exposed to a particular risk or hazard, you are in danger from it.
to behave towards somebody as if you find them sexually attractive, without
seriously wanting to have a relationship with them
a schedule or workload that is filled to capacity with obligations, tasks, or
problems
to start a relationship with somebody again, especially a romantic relationship,
after having finished a previous relationship with the same person
to examine or check something carefully
very busy; full of activity
a person who is very sexually attractive
a human-resources department ฝ่ ายบุคคล/เจ้ าหน้ าที่/ทรัพยากรมนุษย์ ของบริ ษัท
if you incur a cost, debt, or a fine, you have to pay money because of
something you have done
in real life: used in social media to distinguish between online actvity and the
real world
to do something to help a process or project start more quickly
to end a disagreement with somebody and become friends again
very careful and with great attention to every detail
failure to make information or your ideas and feelings clear to somebody, or to
understand what somebody says to you

mishap
moolah
nine to five
off
on/in the cards
overdue
QT
relations
relationship
shabby
sideline
sign on as/with
snatch and run
the one
tie the knot
transpire
two-time
windfall
wrong
zilch

a small accident or piece of bad luck that does not have serious results
a slang term that means "money"
the normal work schedule for most jobs
starting a race ex: they're off (= the race has begun).
likely to happen
not paid, done, returned, etc. by the required or expected time
quality time
the way in which two people, groups or countries behave towards each other
or deal with each other
a loving and/or sexual friendship between two people
unfair or unreasonable
an activity that you do as well as your main job in order to earn extra money
to sign a document to show that you agree to work for someone
an unsophisticated method of committing robbery by grabbing and attempting
to flee
used for emphasis to mean ‘the only one’ or ‘the most important one’
to get married
to happen
to deceive someone you are having a relationship with by having a secret
sexual relationship with someone else at the same time
an amount of money that somebody/something wins or receives unexpectedly
an act that is not legal, honest or morally acceptable
nothing

